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abOuT ORaClE: 

Oracle’s business is information—how to manage it, use it, share 
it, and protect it. For three decades, Oracle, the world’s largest 
enterprise software company, has provided software and services 
that enable organizations to get the most accurate and up-to
date information from their business systems.Whether you’re a 
business executive looking for better ways to manage risk, a finance 
manager tasked with regulatory compliance, a legal officer grappling 
with discovery and records retention, or an IT director managing 
multiple Governance, Risk, and Compliance project requests, 
Oracle can help you: 

• Reduce cost and complexity by managing multiple GRC 
requirements with one platform 

• Safeguard your brand and reputation through information 
reliability and data protection 

• Gain visibility to the status of GRC activities across your 
enterprise 

For more information, please visit us at www.oracle.com/grc 

abOuT OCEG 

The Open Compliance & Ethics Group (OCEG) is a global 

nonprofit organization that develops and provides standards,
 
guidelines, tools and online resources to address governance, risk 

management, compliance and ethics (GRC) for global corporations 

and other organizations.
 

OCEG has developed the OCEG Framework, which has at its 

core the OCEG GRC Capability Model (the Red Book).The Red 

Book is a process model for the design, operation and evaluation of 

GRC programs.
 

It is supplemented by additional guidance in a number of Domains 

addressing numerous regulatory risk areas and compliance issues in 

specific industries.
 

All OCEG guidance is publicly vetted and finalized following 

a public comment period and testing of the application of the 

guidance within one or more organizations.The guidance is further 

augmented by development of online resource collections and 

toolkits that enable users to swiftly and efficiently customize 

and apply the guidance within their organizations.The guidance 

and all related resources are contained in a searchable database 

that OCEG member organizations can freely access. For more 

information go to www.oceg.org or contact us at info@oceg.org.
 

Author:
 
Carole Stern Switzer, Esq.
 
President, Open Compliance & Ethics Group
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CRO AT THE CENTER
 
ExECuTIvE SuMMaRy 

In this third installment of the Critical Conversations whitepaper series, OCEG describes the conversations a Chief Risk 
Officer must have with enterprise executives to successfully participate in the development and implementation of an 
integrated governance, risk management and compliance (GRC) capability that drives Principled Performance®. The first 
two whitepapers in the series featured the CIO and the CFO at the Center and future papers will detail conversations 
for other key GRC players. For more information about OCEG, go to www.oceg.org. 

PuRSuInG PRInCIPlEd PERFORManCE® 

In many organizations, the role of the Chief Risk 
Officer is taking on ever greater importance as the 
CRO helps to guide the enterprise beyond traditional 
attitudes about financial risk sharing and mitigation, 
toward a fulsome assessment and management 
of all types of risk. Today’s CRO must have a full 
understanding of the risks the company faces and how 
they relate to each other. He or she must be able to rely 
on well constructed and performed risk assessments 
to determine how to allocate limited resources. 
Today’s CRO must help lead the organization to 
higher levels of performance while assuring the 
Board and other stakeholders 
that the company can both 

• Compliance and legal executive need to allocate 
limited resources to preventive, detective and 
corrective controls for significant risks 

• Line executive need for surveys and risk 
assessments that do not disrupt operations, have 
coordinated schedules and content 

• An overarching need for improved efficiencies 
and reduced risks throughout the extended 
enterprise 

And all the while, the CRO must embrace a strategic 
view that satisfies the demands of all these competing 
forces while keeping an eye on the prize – meeting the 
organizational objectives for value. 

anticipate adverse events 
and take full advantage of 
opportunities that will help 
it meet its objectives. 

As a key player at the center 
of the strategic team of the 
enterprise, the CRO must 
keep in mind and address 
wide-ranging stakeholder 
demands and concerns: 
• Key stakeholder (investors, 

regulators, NGOs, local 
communities) demand for 
transparency 

• Board and C-Suite need 
for clear and reliable 
information about risks 
that will drive strategic 
decisions and future 
outcomes 

OBJECTIVES 
strategic, operational, 
customer, process, 
compliance objectives 

BUSINESS MODEL 
strategy, people, process, technology and 
infrastructure in place to drive toward objectives 

MANDATED BOUNDARY 
boundary established by external forces 
including laws, government regulation and 
other mandates. 

VOLUNTARY BOUNDARY 
boundary defined by management including public 
commitments, organizational values, contractual 
obligations, and other voluntary policies. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

OPPORTUNITIES 

OPPORTUNITIES

O
BS

TA
CL

ES
 

FiguRe 1: the big piCtuRe OF pRinCipled peRFORmanCe® 

7/19/2007 (c) OCEG 
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 CRO AT THE CENTER
 
ExECuTIvE SuMMaRy 

FORCES OF CHanGE: InTEGRaTIOn 
OF GOvERnanCE, RISK ManaGEMEnT 
& COMPlIanCE 
In today’s global business world, a broad spectrum of 
economic, political, social, legal, and regulatory changes 
are continually taking us to a new level of strategic 
and tactical complexity and creating commensurate 
pressures on business performance. We continue 
to see exponential growth of requirements (often 
conflicting and overlapping) that organizations must 
satisfy, and these become even greater as we expand 
global operations. The “Big Picture” we must keep in 
mind is the desire to achieve business objectives while 
overcoming obstacles, yet staying within the mandatory 
legal requirements and the voluntary organizational 
values and limits that each organization establishes for 
itself. We call this achieving Principled Performance®. 
See Figure 1. 

While few would argue with the goal of Principled 
Performance® and the need for effective risk management 
as a foundational activity, in most organizations risk 
assessment activities are undertaken in siloed operations 
with uncoordinated schedules, and the very nature of 
this approach leads to a lack of information quality and 
inadequate information flow and controls. 

By taking a more integrated approach to the governance, 
risk management and compliance (GRC) efforts of 
the organization, we can better manage risks and 
ensure value preservation and growth. The CRO, with 
responsibility for understanding and controlling the 
risks faced by the organization, is a critical player in the 
strategic design of the integrated GRC approach. 

CRITICal COnvERSaTIOnS: CRO aT THE 
CEnTER OF GRC lEadERSHIP 
The CRO should lead the organization through a series 
of conversations that will help to develop and drive 
the GRC strategy by first understanding the risks the 
organization faces. CROs should be prepared to: 
• Articulate to the Board why having a clear and 

conformed view of risk across the enterprise is 
critical to defining and achieving strategic objectives 

• Demonstrate how strong risk assessments can be 
used to evaluate all aspects of performance from 
strategic to financial and operational. 

• Aid the Board and Senior Management in defining 
the Risk Appetite and influencing the Risk Culture of 
the entire enterprise 

• Show them how a failure to establish a clear view of 
the organization’s risk appetite leaves risk decisions 
to individuals who may not share their views and 
may put the entity at great risk of noncompliance 
and adverse outcomes. 

• Define the Risk Profile of the enterprise for the C-
Suite, and lead the risk management process from 
identification, analysis, evaluation, and treatment 
of risks 

• Gain the assistance of key C-suite executives in 
developing risk analysis and reporting changes 
in circumstances that will drive changes in risk 
approaches. 

• Assist the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in finding 
opportunities and preventing adverse effects from 
identified risks 

• Help the CEO to appreciate how a strong enterprise 
risk management approach can protect and grow 
value. 

• Influence other key functional executives to support 
Risk’s role in GRC strategy and the organization’s 
achievement of business objectives. Especially key is 
having critical conversations with the: 

– Chief Finance Officer (CFO) 
– Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer (CECO) 
– Chief Information Officer (CIO) 
– Chief Audit Executive 

A key desired outcome of these conversations is to 
break down organizational barriers to effective risk 
management, compliance efforts and implementation of 
the overall GRC strategy. Your C-suite executives need 
to understand that they are critical players as the eyes 
and ears of the organization as you work together to 
achieve your objectives. By leading them to understand 
the value of an integrated GRC approach, you can be 
a central force in driving your organization to achieve 
Principled Performance.® 

www.oceg.org Critical Conversations • CRO at the Center • � 
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CRO AT THE CENTER
 

Imagine you are the newly hired and first CRO of a company we will call BIZCO, a historically successful $2 billion 
dollar, domestic U.S. manufacturer of automotive parts which has recently undergone significant global expansion in 
both its manufacturing operations and sales markets. BIZCO has grown by acquisition and mergers in many markets and 
has inherited a number of different business and service lines, including financing arms for automotive sales and auto 
maintenance shops. Upon your arrival, you find that little was done in the due diligence process to evaluate the risk and 
compliance structures of the acquired entities, or to figure out which overlaps, holes and inefficiencies exist in them and 
between them. While BIZCO did a pretty good job of identifying its key risks and addressing them when its operations 
were confined to a few U.S. manufacturing plants, the range of issues has since then grown. 

So, your first step is to review all of the various risk assessments that have been conducted over the past two years in 
the various acquired global operations, and you can see that the results of the assessments can’t be reconciled — there 
is just no way to combine the results to get a clear view of risk because they were all done based on different risk 
vocabularies, methodologies and criteria. You can’t really tell if the existing controls are actually the ones BIZCO needs. 

In speaking with the various individuals responsible for compliance activities, you find that there is no real mapping of 
policies, procedures and controls to identified risks. It isn’t even clear that these were put in place based on undertaken 
risk assessments and in some cases the compliance manager is unaware that any assessments had been done. To 
make matters worse, with all of the merger and acquisition activity, there is evident overlap of compliance and risk 
management duties and activities, but gaps also seem present. 

When you were interviewing for the job, you were assured that you would have adequate resources to make changes 
you thought necessary to improve BIZCO’s risk profile, but with recent downturns in the global economy and the credit 
crunch, you are finding it difficult to gain delivery on those promises. Ironically, BIZCO is now cash strapped and has less 
resiliency to bounce back from adverse effects of a major risk failure if one were to occur. You simply must find a way to 
increase transparency and ensure that the key risks which could sink or cripple the company are well managed. 

You need to find the answers to three critical questions: How do you ensure that you can really know the financial, 
non-financial, internal and external risks the enterprise faces? What steps can you take to improve value and reduce 
risk right now? In the longer view, how do you ensure that enterprise resources are appropriately applied to address 
adverse risks with the correct level of control and prevention while uncovering opportunities that can help BIZCO 
optimize performance? 

PuRSuInG PRInCIPlEd PERFORManCE® 

The challenges facing BIZCO’s new CRO may seem 
eerily similar to the challenges you see within your 
own organization. Can you confidently say that you 
have a full understanding of the risks you face and 
how they relate to each other? Can you rely on the 
conclusions of your risk assessments to determine how 
to allocate limited resources for compliance efforts and 
controls? How would you help lead BIZCO to higher 
levels of performance while assuring the Board and 
other stakeholders that the company will anticipate 

adverse events but find and take full advantage of 
opportunities that will help it meet its objectives? 

More organizations today, just like BIZCO, are 
establishing an expanded role for a CRO beyond the 
traditional oversight of risk sharing (such as selection 
of insurance) to manage uncertainty and performance 
comprehensively and address: 
• Key stakeholder (investors, regulators, NGOs, local 

communities) demand for transparency 
• Board and C-Suite need for clear and reliable 

Driving Principled Performance® Critical Conversations • CRO at the Center • � 



        

      
   

       
     

    
       

      
   

       
     

          
        

       
        

  

  
 

       
      

        
      

     
      

     
        

       
         
      

     

  
   

    
  

   
    

   
   

    
  
    

   
  

   
  

 
  
   

     
    

   
   

    
   

 

        
          
        
      

     
      

 
    
     

 

    
  

   

 

       

  

  
 

 
 

information about risks that will drive strategic 
decisions and future outcomes 

• Compliance and legal executive need to allocate 
limited resources to preventive, detective and 
corrective controls for significant risks 

• Line executive need for surveys and risk 
assessments that do not disrupt operations, have 
coordinated schedules and content 

• An overarching need for improved efficiencies and 
reduced risks throughout the extended enterprise 

As a pivotal player at the center of the enterprise, the 
CRO must embrace a strategic view that satisfies the 
demands of all these competing forces while keeping 
an eye on the prize – meeting the organizational 
objectives for value. 

FORCES OF CHanGE: InTEGRaTIOn 
OF GOvERnanCE, RISK ManaGEMEnT 
& COMPlIanCE 
In today’s global business world, a broad spectrum 
of economic, political, social, legal, and regulatory 
changes are continually taking us to a new level 
of strategic and tactical complexity and creating 
commensurate pressures on business performance. We 
continue to see exponential growth of requirements 
(often conflicting and overlapping) that organizations 
must satisfy, and these become even greater as we 
expand global operations. The “Big Picture” we must 
keep in mind is the desire to achieve business objectives 
while overcoming obstacles, yet staying within the 
mandatory legal requirements and the voluntary 

organizational values and 
limits that each organization 
establishes for itself. We call 
this achieving Principled 
Performance®. 

W h i l e f e w w o u l d a r g u e 
with the goal of Principled 
Performance® and the need 
for effective risk management 
as a foundational activity, 
most organizat ions have 
grown an internal maze of 
risk assessments as siloed 
r e sponses to mandatory 
requirements. Not only are 
risk assessment activit ies 
undertaken independently 
withuncoordinatedschedules 
that burden operations, but 
the very nature of this siloed 
approach leads to a lack 
of information quality and 
inadequate information flow. 
The same siloed approach is 
then ineffectively applied to 
controls. 

avOiding Risk silOs 

“It has become IncreasIngly 

clear that rIsk management 

sIlos, un-Integrated rIsk 

management, Is not just a 

poor practIce but It In fact 

Increases the chance that 

sIgnIfIcant rIsk Issues may be 

mIssed or underestImated.” 

Richard J.anderson 
Clinical Professor 
Strategic Risk Management Lab 
Kellstadt Graduate School of Business 
DePaul University 

By stepping back and viewing this internal landscape, 
we can begin to cut through the thicket of the maze 
to carve out a more well-defined and direct path 
to achieving objectives while staying within the 

OBJECTIVES 
strategic, operational, 
customer, process, 
compliance objectives 

BUSINESS MODEL 
strategy, people, process, technology and 
infrastructure in place to drive toward objectives 

MANDATED BOUNDARY 
boundary established by external forces 
including laws, government regulation and 
other mandates. 

VOLUNTARY BOUNDARY 
boundary defined by management including public 
commitments, organizational values, contractual 
obligations, and other voluntary policies. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

OPPORTUNITIES 

OPPORTUNITIES

O
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FiguRe 1: the big piCtuRe OF pRinCipled peRFORmanCe® 
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boundaries of conduct set by external demands of a nEEd FOR IMPROvEd 
regulatory and other legal requirements, as well as aPPROaCH TO RISK 
expectations of shareholders, partners, customers aSSESSMEnT 
and other stakeholders and the internal values Most organizations today 
of the organization. We can accomplish this by at leas t t ry to assess and 
ensuring an integrated approach to the governance, manage the risks they face. 
risk management and compliance (GRC) efforts of Both internal and external 
the organization. The CRO, with responsibility for stakeholder forces and events 
understanding and controlling the risks faced by have caused many to increase 
the organization, is a critical player in the strategic risk monitoring, especially 
design of the integrated GRC approach. with regard to regulatory 

compliance where demands 
Many in the organization lament that “we are are growing every day. Boards 
already doing GRC. We do governance at the and executive management 
Board level, we manage risk where appropriate, desire a deeper understanding 
and we always comply with the law as best we o f h o w t h e i r t e a m s a r e 
can.” This is true. But typically, organizations also managing risk and how they 
carry out these activities in a fragmented manner, can enhance risk management 
duplicating both human and information resources to create the greatest reward 
and patching together systems to provide necessary f o r t h e i r s h a r e h o l d e r s . 
data. By contrast, an integrated GRC strategy is Moreover, the focus on risk 
a concerted enterprise-wide effort to deliberately, management is on the rise in 
rather than randomly and haphazardly, architect other stakeholder groups as 
a process and systems approach to governance, well, with rating organizations 
r i sk management , and compl iance act iv i t i es . such as Standards & Poor’s, 
An i n t e g ra t e d GRC e f for t i s a t r a n s for mi n g shareholder advocacy groups, 
in i t ia t ive that br ings change across the four a n d e n t e r p r i s e p a r t n e r s 
principal operational dimensions: people, process, demanding more transparency. 
technology, and culture. At the center of it all, the Given this demand, one would 
CRO must understand the implications of GRC at t h ink th a t o rgan iza t io n s 
both the strategic and operational levels, and must w o u l d n o w b e r o u t i n e l y 
be prepared to guide the organization to achieve conducting risk assessments 
the greatest value from the GRC strategy. on an enterprise-wide basis 

“a company has to make a lot of 

decIsIons havIng to do wIth rIsk 

and uncertaInty. the tendency 

Is to thInk about each of them 

separately; we’re so focused on 

each decIsIon that we almost 

forget the other ones. but If 

you thInk about the questIons 

collectIvely, you reach 

dIfferent conclusIons. It turns 

out that It’s much better not 

to make one decIsIon at a tIme 

but to try to make an overall 

decIsIon about the strategy 

you’re takIng In the face of 

uncertaInty and then execute 

thIs strategy wIthout tryIng 

to make a decIsIon about every 

partIcular Instance.” 

dan airley 
the James B. Duke Professor of Behavioral 
Economics at Duke University’s Fuqua 
School of Business and author of many 
books including the best-seller Predictably 
Irrational, speaking in a PwC American 
Perspectives interview. 

Risk management and stRategy 

A disconnect between strategy and risk management in many organizations has led to the destruction of 
significant wealth, jobs and entire companies. Risk assessment and risk management must be embedded in 
strategic planning and strategy management to be effective. Strategic risk management, as a core compe
tency throughout the organization is needed and should be top priority for boards and executive teams as 
they chart a pathway to better governance and risk management in the future. 

Strategic risk management (SRM) can be defined as the process of identifying, assessing, and managing the 
risk in the organization’s business strategy. It involves evaluating how a wide range of possible events and 
scenarios will affect the strategy and its execution and the ultimate impact on the company’s value. “Risk” 
is all-inclusive, encompassing everything from product-innovation and market risk to supply chain risk and 
reputation risk. Strategic Risk Management is primary component and foundation of ERM, and requires the 
organization to define tolerable levels of risk as a guide for strategic decision making. It is a continual pro
cess that should be embedded in strategy setting and strategy management. And it is a process that should 
include co-creating risk management and transparency with the ultimate goal to ethically create wealth. 

Mark l. Frigo, Phd, CPa, CMa 
Director of The Center for Strategy, Execution, and valuation and The Strategic Risk Management Lab at DePaul 
University and author of several books, including DRIVEN , about the RETURN DRIvEN STRATEGY™ framework 
for business analysis and planning. 

Driving Principled Performance® Critical Conversations • CRO at the Center • � 



        

         
   

       
      

       
         

         
       

         
         

        
   

        
       
    

       
 

        
 

        
        

 

      
        
         
      

      
        

     
      

      
         

      
       
         

     

       
        

        
        

       

    
    

   
     
     

   
      

    
     
     

   

    
    

    
    

    
   

    
    
     

  

    
     

     
    

       
   

   
    

      
    
     

     
     

       
      

      
   

     
        
      

       
      

    

    
     

   
    

     
      

     
     

       

with value-added results – but this is not the case. We 
have to ask why. 

In �00�/�00�, OCEG undertook a study of Risk 
Management efforts (the OCEG Risk Study) to 
evaluate risk practices in nearly �00 companies, many 
of which operate globally, and found that �0% do not 
believe they are getting as much value from their risk 
assessments as they should. They recognize they will 
both improve value and protect it better if they increase 
and enhance the use of risk assessments across a range 
of activities. For more information on the OCEG Risk 
Study go to www.oceg.org/Details/�00��. 

Among participants who do believe their risk assessments 
already create full value, virtually all say their risk 
assessments add to or preserve value in operational 
performance, enhance performance metrics, influence 
internal audit planning, and enable them to improve 
business operating plans. Organizations that effectively 
identify a complete set of risks and opportunities, tie 
them to enterprise and business objectives, articulate the 
causes and effects, and have a structure for continuous 
assessment, find they are able to make more informed 
business decisions. 

The most striking difference between those who 
find great value in their risk assessments and the 
vast majority who do not is the degree to which 
they have applied standardized processes to risk 
assessments throughout the entity. More than two 
thirds of satisfied companies apply a single set of 
risk classifications (or categories) and vocabulary 
terms across all risk assessments. Predictably, among 
dissatisfied respondents, a majority admit lacking such 
a common method. As a result, nearly two thirds of 
the satisfied population believes they can aggregate 
or consolidate risk assessments with a high degree 
of confidence, while barely more than one in ten of 
dissatisfied organizations can do so. 

The reasons given for lack of confidence in aggregated 
risk assessment results offer some insight into the 
problem. By far, the most common reasons cited are 
the failure of the organization to have established a 
common approach to risk assessment across the entity, 
and the absence of consistent rating and evaluation 

criteria. A siloed approach to risk 
assessment is common in many 
organizations. Of course, business 
leaders want an assessment that is 
relevant to their business, but this 
leads to unintended consequences 
that lessen the value of the risk 
assessments and make it virtually 
impossible for the board and senior 
executives to know what the relative 
risks really are. 

A m a j o r i t y o f t h o s e w h o 
find insufficient value in their 
assessments say that they establish 
inaccurate data and results. Half 
doubt their risk assessments are 
even val id. Ult imately, merely 
one in three respondents achieves 
effective results that properly align 
activities with objectives in light of 
risk tolerance. 

By contrast, among those who 
find value in their assessments, 
the common thread seems to be 
that they develop and implement 
a clear set of criteria that link risk 
to organizational and business 
ob jec t ives and use cons i s t en t 
metrics to articulate the variability 
of risk. See Figure 2. And even 
more importantly, those who take 
these steps find that they identify 
new risks that were not previously 
recognized and are able to gain 

the reasons gIven for 

lack of confIdence 

In aggregated rIsk 

assessment results offer 

some InsIght Into the 

problem.  by far, the most 

common reasons cIted 

are the faIlure of the 

organIzatIon to have 

establIshed a common to 

rIsk assessment across the 

entIty, and the absence 

of consIstent ratIng and 

evaluatIon crIterIa.  

greater consensus about what key risks must be 
addressed. For many, this allows the organization 
to improve business planning and enhance resource 
allocation. See Figure 3. 

Comprehensive and rigorous assessments that offer 
real value share several key characteristics - they link 
risks to business objectives and processes, analyze 
opportunities as well as threats, and are reconciled 
with an enterprise level assessment even though 
performed separately within the organization. 

Perhaps even more importantly,changes 
in global regulatory, political and 
enforcement environments over recent 
years have driven increased depth the most strIkIng dIfference between those who 
and breadth of risk assessments. See 

fInd great value In theIr rIsk assessments and the 
Figures 4. And in the current economic 

vast majorIty who do not Is the degree to whIch slowdown, companies have less “fat” 
they have applIed standardIzed processes to rIsk and cannot afford to weather the 

assessments throughout the entIty. damage caused by failing to adequately 

www.oceg.org Critical Conversations • CRO at the Center • � 
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FiguRe 2: use CRiteRia and metRiCs 
COnsistent with business 
peRFORmanCe ObjeCtives. 

Those for whom 
risk assessments do 
not create full value 

Those for whom 
risk assessments 
create full value 

76% 

46% 

manage risks. A realized adverse outcome from poor 
risk management that might have slightly wounded an 
entity five years ago, may kill it today. 

BIZCO’s CRO, like many of the study participants, 
is faced with the challenge of revamping an existing 
siloed and haphazard risk management system and 
turning it into an integrated process that provides 
greater transparency, reliability and value. A well 
defined and implemented risk management approach 
is essential to GRC capability. Without it, governance 
and strategic planning is weakened and compliance is 

threatened by the misallocation of resources. Simply 
put, effective risk management truly is at the center of 
the GRC strategy. To develop and maintain a strong 
risk management process, the CRO must have the 
support of, and share information with, a number of 
key members of the executive team. 

CRITICal COnvERSaTIOnS: CRO aT THE 
CEnTER OF GRC lEadERSHIP 
The CRO should lead the organization through a 
series of conversations that will help to develop 
and drive the GRC strategy by first understanding 
the risks the organization faces. CROs should be 
prepared to: 
• Articulate to the Board why having a clear and 

conformed view of risk across the enterprise 
is critical to defining and achieving strategic 
objectives 

• Aid the Board and Senior Management in defining 
the Risk Appetite and influencing the Risk Culture 
of the entire enterprise 

• Define the Risk Profile of the enterprise for the C-
Suite, and lead the risk management process from 
identification, analysis, evaluation, and treatment 
of risks 

• Assist the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in finding 
opportunities and preventing adverse effects from 
identified risks 

• Influence other key functional executives to support 
Risk’s role in GRC strategy and the organization’s 
achievement of business objectives. Especially key is 

FiguRe 3: Results FROm an integRated enteRpRise appROaCh tO Risk assessment 

Increased management’s consensus around the key 
risk to the respective entity’s or activity’s objectives 

Expanded the identification of ‘new’ risks that were 
not known beforehand to the assessor(s) 

Strengthened business planning 

Enhanced resource allocation 

Improved financial forecasting 

Reduced volatility of performance

 Improved product forecasting 

71% 

57% 

47% 

35% 

25% 

18% 

9% 
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having critical conversations with the: 
– Chief Finance Officer (CFO) 
– Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer (CECO) 
– Chief Information Officer (CIO) 

COnvERSaTIOn WITH THE bOaRd: 
“a unIFIEd aPPROaCH TO RISK ManaGEMEnT 
WIll add TO undERSTandInG THaT 
PROTECTS and buIldS valuE” 
Begin the conversation with the Board by responding to 
what they really need and want - greater transparency; 
a view into the enterprise to gain assurance that 
the company can operate within the boundaries of 
conduct set by external forces and the Board itself 
while being well protected from the adverse effects of 
risk. Just as shareholders and external stakeholders 
are more vocally seeking this assurance, it is a 
growing concern of board members who risk personal 
reputational and financial loss if the organization fails 
to stay within those boundaries. So, show them how 
the organization can achieve 
Principled Performance® to 
protect itself, and them as well. 

From the Board’s perspective, 
a unif ied approach to r isk 
management is the foundation 
of the GRC strategy that enables 
the appropriate allocation of 
resources and ensures that the 
organization operates within 
the risk appetite that the Board 
establishes. The Board has the 
oversight responsibility for 
ensuring the company knows 
and manages its risks. Therefore, 
the CRO must get the Board 
“on -board ” w i th the r i sk 
management approach that 
will support a unified GRC 
strategy and drive Principled 
Performance®. Show the Board 
how improving reliability in risk 
assessments through the use of 
standardized key metrics will 
enable better alignment of results 
with business objectives. Explain 
how better management of risk 
controls, including identification 
of control weaknesses, can result 
in both efficiency improvements 
and a fuller understanding of 
relative risks that remain even 
after controls are implemented. 
Make it clear that an improved 
and unified risk management 
process and GRC strategy will 

enable the Board to set and achieve strategic objectives 
for the business. 

COnvERSaTIOn WITH THE CEO: 
undERSTandInG EnTERPRISE RISK IS 
ESSEnTIal TO PlannInG 
Your conversation with the CEO needs to start from 
the premise that CEOs who operate on unreliable 
information cannot make well-reasoned decisions 
which are the very foundation of a well-run business. 
The CEO won’t have that job very long if the company 
experiences significant harm because risks were not 
properly identified, ranked or addressed by sufficient 
controls. Confirm that you understand that the CEO 
is relying on you to provide him or her with complete 
and reliable risk information and management 
recommendations. 

The traditional view has been that the CEO provides 
strategic directionand leadership toan organization and 

FiguRe 4: hOw Changes in legal, RegulatORy, pOlitiCal 
and enFORCement enviROnments have aFFeCted depth and 
bReadth OF Risk assessments 

Has Increased Has Stayed the Same Has Decreased 

58% 

39% 

3% 

65% 

32% 

4% 

Depth of risk assessments (strategic down to operational and process levels) 

Breadth of risk assessmentsacross the enterprise 
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the hands on assessment and management 
of risk is undertaken by others on the 
management team in accordance with 
the risk appetite enunciated by the CEO. 
But today, the potential catastrophic 
effect of risk management failure is too 
great, and an effective CRO must raise 
the level of attention that the CEO gives 
to risk management, ensuring strategic 
business insight for the CEO. You must be 
a close and constant advisor to the CEO 
as the organization develops a stronger 
integration of GRC systems. 

You have the regulatory knowledge and 
the closeness to the business to be able 
to help the CEO form the corporate 
decisions that drive Principle Performance. 
As part of this effort, you should assess 
enterprise risks, and then engage the CEO 
in an honest conversation about where 
the enterprise stands in the developmental 
stage of addressing these risks in an effective and 
integrated fashion that will enable its achievement of 
Principled Performance®. You may have to convince 
the CEO to institutionalize an integrated approach to 
risk management enterprise wide, across all business 
management processes and business planning cycles, 
but do not give up. This is a process that can be done 
in stages, but it must be done. This is an essential step 
on the path to Principled 
Performance®. 

eFFeCtive Risk assessments aRe used tO: 

• Assess operational performance 

• Assess financial performance 

• Assess strategic performance 

• Improve or enhance performance metrics 

• Define improvement initiatives 

• Determine or integrate monitoring activities 

• Influence internal audit planning 

• Improve or enhance risk metrics 

• Challenge, refine and/or modify business and operating plans 

Source: OCEG Risk Study 

as part of the GRC strategy. Show the CFO how 
a structured approach to managing business risk 
increases financial performance. OCEG research has 
shown that those organizations use the same risk 
vocabulary, similar methods of analysis and a unified 
approach to risk assessments throughout the entity, 
even if the assessments are performed within siloed 
operations, gain many types of value. 

COnvERSaTIOn WITH 
THE CFO: GROWInG 
and PROTECTInG 
valuE THROuGH 
InTEGRaTEd RISK 
ManaGEMEnT 
Start the conversation with 
the Chief Financial Officer 
(CFO) by noting that value 
creation and enterprise risk 
are inextricably linked. 
Risk contributes directly 
to share price volatility 
and lower perceived risk 
means lower cost of capital 
– the CFO’s domain. 

T h e l i n k b e t w e e n 
r i sk managemen t and 
s h a r e h o l d e r v a l u e 
argues for you to work 
closely with the CFO to 
ensure the development 
o f a n i n t e g r a t e d r i s k 
management approach 

CRO 

bOd 

CeO 

C-suite 

it dept 

CFO 

FinanCe / 
inteRnal 

audit 

legal / 
COmplianCe 

quality 

human 
ResOuRCes 

sales & 
maRketing 

CRO at the CenteR and CRitiCal COnveRsatiOns 
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Explain how understanding the organization’s 
objectives and strategies, as well as knowing the 
key initiatives that are planned, will enable you to 
develop an accurate risk profile. This need calls for 
regular communication between you and the CFO so 
that you can know what areas of high risk exposure 
may require enhanced monitoring or controls, better 
identify and control drivers of risk, and keep the 
risk management process responsive to changes in 
organizational activities and goals. 

The key is focusing on risk materiality to best 
support ongoing strategic decisions. All types 
of risks impact shareholder value creation and 
therefore the CFO must be involved in the risk 
recognition, appraisal, ranking, controls definition, 
mitigation, and ongoing monitoring processes. This 
approach to risk requires ongoing collaboration 
between the CFO and you. The symbiotic role 
of the CRO and CFO in implementing the GRC 
strategy should become clear. 

Enterprise risks generally fall into the following 
overarching categories: strategic, financial, 
operational, commercial, and technical. Discuss 
how you will work with the CFO to devise an 
overall risk management strategy and reporting 
structure that manages risk holistically: understanding 
that each source of risk is interdependent with other 
sources. And discuss the resources you will need to 
effectuate the risk management approach that will 
help the organization preserve and build value. 

COnvERSaTIOn WITH THE CECO: 
CREaTInG THE COnTROlS and CulTuRE 
OF COMPlIanCE 
One of your closest allies in establishing support for 
an integrated approach to enterprise risk management 
as part of the GRC strategy should be the Chief Ethics 
& Compliance Officer (CECO), but it may be your 
task to develop the relationship. While the CECO 
has expertise in creating the structure and culture of 
compliance needed to achieve the goals of the GRC 
strategy, not every CECO will want to cede any part 
of control over these efforts to you or admit that you 
have any real help to offer. Even worse, in some cases, 
the CECO will not see that he or she has any role 
in risk assessment, a key step in risk management, 
and may not even try to design controls in correct 
proportion to the determined importance of the risks 
being managed, believing that every risk should be 
addressed as strongly as possible but not knowing how 
to stretch limited resources to meet that standard. 

The CECO needs to understand that one of the key 
goals of the GRC strategy is to create a high level of 
assurance that risks which present severe consequences 

to the organization must be controlled as well as 
possible, and that all risks have some level of control 
in place. This can only come about if the organization 
truly knows what its risks are, can consolidate risk 
across the enterprise, and can continually evaluate risk 
controls and improve identified weaknesses. 

You need to show the CECO that you greatly value his 
or her role in establishing, overseeing and continually 

uses OF well develOped Risk assessments whiCh 
add OR pROteCt value 

• Assess operational, financial and strategic performance across the enterprise 

• Influence Internal Audit Planning 

• Improve and Enhance Performance Metrics 

• Challenge/Define/Modify Business and Operating Plans 

• Define Improvement Initiatives 

Source: OCEG Risk Study 

improving these systems, and that you can help. You 
will find, in most cases, that the CECO will agree with 
� out � respondents to the OCEG �00� GRC Strategy 
Study, who said that their GRC efforts were adversely 
impacted by redundant and inconsistent processes 
(insert chart), and that there is a need to make better 
use of limited resources so they can avoid the high cost 
of reconciling disparate information. 

CECOs often lack the team, tools and resources to 
monitor, update, and implement controls to address 
continually evolving and emerging compliance 
requirements. They often are the last to know 
about changes planned for the organization. Your 
conversation with the CECO should include steps to 
identify where such tools and information are lacking 
and shore up these gaps – avoiding common threats 
to good compliance and a failure of the Integrated 
GRC strategy. You should ensure the CECO that you 
will be the bridge to the strategic planning of the 
organization, both informing the CECO of upcoming 
changes that might influence compliance needs (or that 
might be influenced by such needs) and involving the 
CECO in risk evaluations of such plans. 

Discuss how multiple regulations impact different 
business units differently and talk about how to 
identify places where controls can address multiple 
needs. Also be sure to talk about making the entire 
system audit-ready, with policies in place to deal with 
inquiries, subpoenas, formal audits, external reviews 
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and investigations. Engage the CECO to help monitor 
and periodically report to the CEO and Board of 
Directors on how compliance and ethics risks are 
being identified and addressed. 

COnvERSaTIOn WITH THE CIO: IMPROvInG 
THE IT InFRaSTRuCTuRE FOR GRC 
Just as integrated risk assessment and management 
is critical to the success of the GRC strategy, so 
is a thoughtful and deliberate approach to GRC 
technology implementation. Your conversation 
with the Cheif Information Officer (CIO) should 
demonstrate the critical value of well planned IT 
for GRC efforts and also leave the CIO with the 
understanding that taking the time to do it right 
– especially in the area of risk assessment - will save 
time and resources down the road. 

For you to deliver accurate risk identification, 
reporting and data analysis critical to achieving 
strategic objectives, the CIO must ensure the smooth 
flow of accurate information across and up and down 
the organization. This means that siloed desktop 
solutions and data hoarded in personal spreadsheets 
must be identified and replaced with integrated 
technology solutions. This is particularly important in 
areas of information management that relate to key 
risks facing the organization. 

An effective and efficient risk management process 
may also benefit from the application of risk specific 
technology solutions. Talk with the CIO about what 
the organization currently has that may be repurposed 
or used more consistently, as well as what new 
solutions may improve risk identification, assessment 
and management outcomes. 

Talk with the CIO about leveraging a broader 
evaluation team including you, the CECO, the Chief 
Audit Executive and key process managers to: 
• Define the “enterprise-wide” technology vision that 

supports the GRC strategy 
• Identify the enterprise’s ongoing GRC requirements 

and assess what identified technology architecture 
and solutions sets best answer these detailed needs 

• Identify the IT currently employed to determine 
where existing solutions may be adapted for other 
uses 

• Review technology options that fit with enterprise 
requirements for GRC 

COnvERSaTIOn WITH THE CaE: aSSESSInG 
GRC SySTEM dESIGn and OPERaTIOn 
Equally important, is your conversation with the Chief 
Audit Executive (CAE). In today’s world, the CAE 
and the audit team must understand and evaluate 
more than traditional financial controls, including 
the policies, procedures, and systems that are at the 
heart of the GRC strategy operation. You should 
educate the CAE about the overall goal of your plans 
for improving risk management to support the GRC 
strategy and clarify exactly what you will need to 
know on both an ongoing and periodic basis about 
the success (or lack thereof) of the system that is 
implemented. Be sure that the CAE understands the 
goals of the program so that he or she can evaluate 
the effectiveness of the designed controls. Make sure 
that he or she understands that you need more than an 
evaluation of the operating effectiveness of the system, 
although you need that too. Use the expertise of the 
CAE to ensure that the system is designed to allow for 
the collection of key metrics and both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of its correctness. Introduce your 
CAE to tools that he or she can utilize, such as OCEG’s 
Measurement and Metrics Guide and Agreed Upon 
Procedures (Burgundy Book) for GRC system design 
evaluation. Have regular ongoing conversations with 
the CAE about how to improve the risk management 
system design and operating effectiveness. 

OTHER C-SuITE COnvERSaTIOnS: REduCInG 
RISK and buIldInG IMPROvEMEnTS 
The great challenge for many CROs will be energizing 
the C-Suite for implementation of a unified approach 
to risk management aimed at supporting the GRC 
strategy and achieving Principled Performance®. Be 
sure to have conversations with every executive who 
can affect your ability to identify and control risks, 
including those in charge of human capital, quality, 
change management, business continuity and key 

Changes that Can bRing Fast beneFits 

• Establish a unified vocabulary and coordinated schedule for risk assessments across the enterprise 

• Inventory existing IT solutions employed in risk management tasks 

• Create a uniform method of reporting material risks and established controls 

• Include assessment of risk identification and management in any transaction due diligence 
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operations. At its core, the message to the C-Suite is 
that embracing the unified approach will reduce the 
impact of risk assessment activities on operations, 
reduce risk-related failures and costs in areas overseen 
by C-suite executives, and help them assess, focus on, 
and improve activities that are value creating while 
eliminating those that are not. 

In these conversations, you should: 
• Engage C-suite peers in discussions about how 

achieving Principled Performance® through 
a unified approach to risk assessment and 
management is important to all critical extended 
enterprise processes, specifically enterprise strategic 
objective setting, operational planning, and 
budgeting, so that all strategic and operational 
processes are continually reinforced with the 
Principled Performance® message. 

• Discuss how to increase the value and reduce 
the impact of risk identification and assessment 
processes by identifying opportunities to combine 
or coordinate assessments and surveys, use 
consistent methodologies and vocabularies, and 
utilize appropriate technology solutions for risk 
processes. 

• Highlight the critical risk issues of the “extended 
enterprise” and the need for vigilant attention to 
them and reporting of any concerns. 

A key desired outcome of these conversations is 
to break down organizational barriers to effective 
r i s k m a n a g e m e n t , 
compliance efforts and 
implementation of the 
overal l GRC strategy. 
Operat ional uni ts are 
of ten loath to change 
their business processes 
to accommodate new 
procedures. Outsourcing, 
joint ventures, partnership 
arrangements,supplychain 
complexity, and mergers 
or acquisitions in various 
stages of completion all 
serve to increase the risk 
management challenges 
and obstacles even further. 
Your C-suite executives 
need to understand that 
they are critical players 
as the eyes and ears of 
the organization as you 
work together to achieve 
Principled Performance®. 

COnCluSIOn 

As CRO, you are uniquely positioned to help the Board 
and management understand the central role of risk 
management in a holistic GRC approach that enables 
the organization to use its resources most wisely to 
prevent undesirable outcomes and grasp advantages 
while striving to achieve its objectives. 

You can help your organization go beyond mere 
awareness of risk and embrace a plan for effective 
management of risk as part of the enterprise GRC 
strategy. As the Board and executive management 
bring assurance to all stakeholders of the strategic 
and organizational effectiveness of the enterprise and 
continue plans to both preserve and create value, an 
effective risk management approach is critical. 

You must open the lines of communication to ensure 
that you know what is happening in the board 
room, in the executive suite, in strategic planning 
and operational activities, and in the external 
environment in which your organization operates. 
Then use the relationships that you build with the 
CFO, CECO, CIO, CAE and others throughout the 
organization to implement and manage well thought 
out risk management processes, using IT and human 
assets as your eyes and ears. In this way, you can 
help to improve the flow of risk information and 
monitor the risk controls that improve governance, 
reduce instances of non-compliance and adverse 
risk events, and enable the organization to achieve 
Principled Performance®. 

tRends 2009: gOveRnanCe, Risk, and COmplianCe hit the big time 

In a recent report, Chris McClean of Forrester 
Research Inc. projects how professionals responsible 
for governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) will play 
major roles in transforming the corporate landscape 
to reduce the possibility for another economic col
lapse, such as we witnessed in 2008. He concludes 
that “process and technology strategies in 2009 will 
focus on risk standardization, increasing oversight, 
performance and risk management coordination, 
evolving expectations of corporate responsibility, 
and big shifts in GRC technologies.” Five key trends 
that will make GRC an essential element of business 
strategy are identified. 
• Corporations Will Scramble To Standardize Risk 

Management 
• Scrutiny Of Internal Practices Will Quickly Turn 

Into Oversight 
• The Struggle To Link Risk And Business Perfor-

mance Metrics Will Become A Battle 
• Corporate Social Responsibility And Sustainability 

Will Take On New Meaning And Urgency 
• The GRC Technology Landscape Will Undergo A 

Tectonic Shift 

The report states “corporations will increasingly 
look to promote changes to their risk management 
programs and additional controls against corporate 
fraud, bad lending practices, poor oversight, or other 
areas of concern as a part of their responsibility and 
commitment to their long list of skeptical stakehold
ers,” and concludes that GRC professionals “must 
find cost-effective ways to address both voluntary 
and mandated requirements for more transparency, 
greater insight, and tighter control.” OCEG members 
may obtain a free copy of the full report at 
www.oceg.org/Details/Forrester. 

the eCOnOmiC CRisis OF 2008 makes gRC a business pRiORity 

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. 
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A “CRO” SWOT 
FORTHE InTEGRaTEd GRC STRaTEGy 

SWOT Analysis is a powerful technique for identifying Strengths and Weaknesses, and for examining the Opportunities and Threats you face as the CRO 
of your organization, and implementing the Principled Performance® strategy.The analysis can help a CRO develop his or her career in a way that takes 
best advantage of one’s talents, abilities and opportunities. 

What makes SWOT particularly powerful is that with a little thought, it can help uncover opportunities to take advantage of. By understanding one’s 
weaknesses, you can manage and eliminate threats that could otherwise catch you unaware. More than this, using the SWOT framework, the CRO can 
start to distinguish him or herself from peers, and move quickly to develop the specialized talents and abilities needed to accelerate one’s career. 

inteRnal qualities 
• strengths:your personal professional capabilities 
• weaknesses:your personal professional challenges 

exteRnal dynamiCs 
• Opportunities: Organizational prospects to leverage and advance your career 
• threats: Organizational challenges to overcome and advance your career 

stRengths weaknesses 

OppORtunities thReats 

• visionary: provides insights to CEO and Board for creating and 
protecting shareholder value 

• Energetic: good communicator, builds interest in better approaches to 
risk management throughout the organization 

• versatile: broad experience in governance, risk management, strategy, 
compliance, operational risk and related disciplines 

• Driven: goal oriented, moves the enterprise forward through strong 
project execution aligned with strategic vision for risk 

• Collaborative: acts as a partner with peers in the organization; adept 
at leveraging best practices and initiatives across operating units 

• Limited experience in operations 
• Tendency to focus on traditional risk management disciplines and/or 

control and compliance processes 
• May be viewed as transactional and analytical (supporting role) 

rather than strategic and operationally influential 
• Limited understanding of the complexities of certain transactions 

and business activities 

• Assess external macroeconomic / industrial trends and develop a full 
understanding of the mandatory & voluntary boundaries 

• Formulate enterprise GRC strategy and aggressively implement 
• Leverage technology to create real shareholder value and sustain 

value creation through an integrated GRC architecture 
• Pursue competitive advantages with superior GRC capability 
• Improve risk reporting to senior management and the Board by 

integrating risk metrics, information into existing reporting processes 
and forms 

• Build superior shareholder relations and broader stakeholder 
communications 

• Demonstrate broad organizational leadership 

• Fraud and corruption across the extended enterprise, resulting in 
reputational damage and substantial financial losses 

• Compliance holes (known & unknown) 
• Failure to implement adequate internal controls infrastructure to 

mitigate identified enterprise risks 
• Inadequate integrated GRC technology infrastructure which 

reduces the quality and flow of information 
• Insufficiently integrated operational, finance and GRC organizations 
• Siloed processes and systems causing delayed reporting 

and inconsistent quality/reliability of risk information 
• Culture reinforcing risk communication after an event or incident 

occurs, rather than proactively identifying potential risks and challenges 

SWOT Source: Aon Global Risk Consultants. 
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OPEN COMPLIANCE & ETHICS GROUP™ 

DRIvING PRINCIPLED PERFORMANCE® 

InTEGRaTInG GOvERnanCE, RISK ManaGEMEnT, COMPlIanCE and CulTuRE (GRC) 
TO EnHanCE buSInESS valuE and valuES. 

OCEG is the only nonprofit organization that provides standards, guidelines, tools & online resources 
to help organizations address and integrate governance, risk management, compliance & culture. 
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